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Everywhere we go we are f6ted and get great recep-
tions. Indeed, our only complaint is that we are too
much entertained, for our entertainers take absolute
possession of us and of our bedrooms even, in the
hotel, and we are never allowed to be alone for a
minute, and if they can possibly stop me, they don't
allow me to walk one yard. We arrived here before
the Spring had established herself in the East, but
found in Detroit to Minneapolis early Spring, the first
pear trees white, and pink buds on the apple orchards.
I love the way they build cities here. So few rows
of gaunt bare houses all joined together in dismal
uniformity as we have at home ; but each ' home ' by
itself, with trees round it and on its little plot of green
grass, joined on to no other house, and with no paling
or wall between it and the street and between it and
its neighbours. The houses too are so nice, with their
big verandahs. They are so much nicer than the houses
at home or in England, and so much more comfortable
and much cleaner and better divided-up. The bath-
rooms are a joy, and even the small houses have them :
walls and all of shining white tiles, and cupboards
built in to the walls, so convenient.
Akron especially took my fancy. We drove out to
the suburbs, and even the poor houses stood alone,
among greenery.
We saw the Mississippi at Minneapolis and a lovely
waterfall, by the side of which great piles of unmelted
snow lay, melting slowly in the shade of the cliff
crowned by flowering cherry trees and shrubs in full
leaf. It was very wintry crossing the foothills and the
nearer we came to Butte, Montana, the wilder and
colder it grew.
Butte was one of the places that stand out for its
reception, for they met us with a band and an army.
All Sligo seemed to be there! Do you remember

